Virtual PRME Global Forum 2021

Accelerating the Collective Impact of Management Education in the Decade of Action

Call for PRME Community proposal for 17 June sessions:

We are very pleased to invite proposals for inspiring sessions at the Virtual PRME Global Forum 2021. We invite 55-minute sessions of panels, training, discussions, global café and other engaging formats that will allow for a stimulating debate related to this year’s theme on ‘Accelerating the Collective Impact of Management Education in the Decade of Action’

We invite two-page proposals (max 1,000 words) with a clear title of the session, names, titles and affiliation of organizer, panelists and/or debaters. Describe (1) the purpose of the session, (2) the problem or challenge it addresses and (3) the relevance of addressing the problem as well as (4) what the session will accomplish. We ask you to also explain how your session strives to respect diversity and include different voices. Please, also provide an approximate timeline for how you envision to spend the 55 minutes.

We look very much forward to receiving your proposals to globalforum@unprme.org no later than 15 March.